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Abstract
While direct optical excitation of carbon nanotubes activates only the tube species strictly
matching the excitation source, excitation energy transfer processes provide a single excitation
channel for all the nanotubes species in a sample. The requirement of an overlap between donor
emission and acceptor absorption limits the poll of donors able to trasfer their excitation to the
tubes, leaving the high-energy part of the solar spectrum excluded from such processes. Here
we show that the grafting of small metal nanoparticles to the tubes alters those rules, enabling
energy transfer process from molecules for which the standard energy transfer process is strongly
suppressed. We demonstrate the onset of an energy transfer band in the UV/blue spectral region
for an hybrid gold-pyrene-nanotube system, yielding collective emission from all the tubes present
in our samples upon excitation of pyrene.
1 Introduction
With tiny diameters of few nanometres and lengths up to centimetres, single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) bridge quantum mechanics to the macroscopic world. They establish ballistic conduction
channels [1] and their room-temperature optical response is ruled by strongly-bound coherent exci-
tons [2, 3]. Favoured by an outstanding mechanical strength and durability [4, 5], SWNTs uphold
benefits for a huge plethora of advanced purposes: For example, they establish single-photon sources
at room temperature [6] and are embedded into photo-detectors and photovoltaic devices [7, 8], as
well as in near-infrared organic light emitting diodes [9].
As-produced SWNT batches contain several species1 and the isolation process to yield big amounts of
a single species is still challenging. The principle constrain of SWNTs is the sharp selectivity of their
direct-optical excitation: Given a certain tube species, only photons with a specific wavelength are able
to optically excite this unique species [10]. Together with the distinctive wavelength of the emitted
photons, this excitation wavelength characterizes one specific nanotube species associated with ~c [5].
The direct optical excitation process of SWNT sets is therefore quite inefficient, since only a small
fraction of the total nanotube population in a commercially available nanotube batch (of different
species) gets activated by one certain excitation wavelength. There is anyway an alternative process
to circumvent such limitation. It involves an indirect excitation path leading to the same result as the
direct optical excitation, i.e. recombinative emission from SWNTs. Such indirect optical excitation
process is mediated by molecules in close proximity to SWNTs. It bypasses the limitations of the
direct one, providing an excitation pathway for all the nanotubes species present in a sample [11].
∗Corr. author: setaro@physik.fu-berlin.de
1A nanotube species is uniquely identified by the so-called chiral vector ~c = (n1, n2), which specifies the length and
direction of the nanotube folding expressed in the graphene unit vectors base.
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Figure 1: (a) Molecular sketch of the pyrene-derivative Py. The pyrene head is higlighted in blue.
(b) Molecular sketch of phosphorylcholine PS, used to stabilize the AuNPs in suspension. The water-
soluble head is highlighted in red. (c) Sketch of the AuPy@NT hybrids comprising SWNTs decorated
with AuPy particles.
Once granted the proper coating conditions, the indirect optical process establishes an additional
single-excitation-wavelength channel. The process encompasses the optical excitation of the molecule,
the transfer of its excitation to the tubes, and the radiative emission from all the molecule-coated nan-
otubes [11, 12]. The efficiency of such process approaches 100% [13, 14]. Successful molecule-mediated
excitation transfer with collective emission from all the SWNT species has been successfully observed
so far for perylene [11, 14, 15, 16] and porphyrin [12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20], small aromatic fragments
whose emission regions span through the green-red part of the visible spectrum and overlap with
the excitation window of the most common commercially available SWNTs [21]. For light-harvesting
purposes, however, it would be useful to extend the spectral range of the excitation transfer to cover
the region around the maximum of the solar spectrum. This could have favorable impact on tech-
nologies relying on down-conversion of light. A valid candidate is pyrene, a small aromatic molecule
composed by four benzene rings, highlighted in blue in the molecular sketch of Figure 1. Pyrene, with
an excitation window in the UV region and emission in the blue, displays the right optical features
for such purposes. Its flat morphology, moreover, makes it strongly stick onto the SWNTs sidewalls
through pi-pi stacking interactions without the aid of any additional items [22, 23, 24, 25]. Tethered
pyrene has been exploited as glueing element to attach functionalities for photoconversion purposes
to single- and multi-walled carbon nanotubes [26, 27, 28, 29]. Pyrene, contrarily to perylene and por-
phyrin, has not been shown to induce radiative emission from the tubes through excitation transfer
yet. This is mainly due to the fact that the underlying excitation energy transfer process involves
an energetic match to transfer the excitation between a donor (the molecule) and an acceptor (the
nanotube) [30]: Such process is efficent only if the emission spectrum of the donor and the excitation
spectrum of the acceptor overlap significantly, which is not the case of pyrene and SWNTs. Recently,
it has been demonstrated that plasmon-assisted energy transfer overcomes the usual constraints of the
excitation transfer process [31]. The presence of the plasmon affects the electromagnetic environment
surrounding the donor and acceptor and significantly alters the nature of their coupling [32]. In the
following we will show our results on metallic nanoparticles-activated energy transfer from pyrene to
SWNTs.
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Figure 2: (a) Comparison between the absorption spectra of Py@NT (red curve) and AuPy@NT
(blue curve). (b) Enlarged view of the comparison between the pyrene absorption bands of the two
samples in the region highlighted by the gray box in panel (a). An offset of 0.15 has been added to
the AuPy@NT curve.
2 Experimental details and sample preparation
We prepared our samples following the routine established in our previous study [33], yielding gold
nanoparticles (AuPy) with diameters of 2 nm, coated with a mixture of the pyrene derivative Py
(sketched in Figure 1a) and and a phosphorylcholine derivative PS (sketched in Figure 1b). The
latter, with his water soluble head, stabilize the AuNPs in water. The monolayer covering AuPy is
composed by 10% Py and 90% PS. For further details on the synthesis and characterization of the
particles as well as their grafting onto the tubes, please refer to our past publications, where we focused
on the proof of the effective hybridization of the tubes with the AuNPs [34] and on the optimization
of the sample preparation to achieve high emission yields [33].
Consistently with our previous study, we used CoMoCAT single-walled nanotubes by SouthWest
NanoTechnologies (SWeNT), batch SG76, with diameter of (0.9-1.2) nm and high aspect ratio (≥1000).
Following the same water-suspension procedure of [33], based on a variation of the standard mild
sonication/centrifugation procedure [35, 36], we decorated our SWNTs, respectively, with the pyrene-
derivative Py to yield the hybrid Py@NT and with the pyrene-decorated gold nanoparticles AuPy to
yield the hybrid AuPy@NT. To ensure comparability between the intensities and the emission yields,
the suspensions were prepared to grant the same amount of nanotubes and pyrene in all the samples,
please refer to Ref. [33] for the indications on starting concentrations.
2-d excitation-emission spectroscopy was performed through an Horiba Fluorolog system equipped
with a Xe-arc lamp and a CCD detector for the measurements in the UV/Vis range and a liquid
nitrogen-cooled InGaAs detector for measurements in the IR range. The absorption spectra were
taken with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer.
Figure 2 reports the absorbance of the nanotubes coated with, repectively, pyrene (Py@NT, red
curve) and pyrene-gold complexes (AuPy@NT, blue curve). An offset of 0.15 has been added to the
AuPy@NT curve. The spectra exhibit the characteristic absorption bands for metallic (higlighted as
M11 for sake of clarity) and semiconducting (higlighted as S11 and S22) SWNTs. The gray area in
Figure 2a highlights the pyrene absorption region and is zoomed in Figure 2b for better visibility.
The different bands in both spectra display similar amplitudes, confirming a comparable amount of
tubes and pyrene in both samples. Noteworthily, the distinctive plasmonic absorption band of Au at
the frequency corresponding to the threshold of the interband transition (ca. 530 nm) is not to be
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observed for particles with such small diameters, where quantum confinement changes the behaviour
of the free electrons. Since the quantization energy exceeds the plasmon frequency, such small metallic
particles do not show the distinctive Au plasmon absorption band in UV/Vis spectroscopy [37].
3 Discussion and results
Several strategies have been pursued to control and mold the flow of energy at the nanometric level
in multipartite systems. To enhance the emission from an ensamble of identical emitters, for example,
Dicke proposed to exploit superradiance arising from coherent states established by the exchange of
virtual photons [38]. Superradiance from Dicke-like phenomena has been obtained in several nanosys-
tems [39] but, for the cooperativity to take place, it is required to have an ensamble of identical emitters
exchanging virtual photons at a unique and very specific wavelength. Plasmon-assisted phenomena,
on the contrary, have proven to grant more flexibility than purely photonic effects. The coupling
among emitters in the plasmonic Dicke effect occurs through the exchange of virtual plasmons [40].
The surface-extended nature of plasmons in metallic nanoparticles ensures that all the emitters are
coupled with equal strength, making the interparticle cross-talk more uniform and robust than for the
photonic case [40, 41]. Plasmons are broad-banded and ensure the interaction of emitters with differ-
ent sizes and resonances [42] and extend the range of excitation transfer to bigger separations than
the typical Fo¨rster ranges [43]. The Fo¨rster mechanism is a two particle process where an optically
excited donor transfers its excitation to an acceptor. The so-called Fo¨rster radius R0 is the charac-










where n is the refractive index of the embedding medium, Φ0 the intrinsic fluorescence quantum yield
of the donor, κ an orientational factor between the normalized donor (µˆd) and acceptor (µˆa) transition
dipoles, defined as
κ = µˆd · µˆa − 3(µˆd · rˆda)(µˆa · rˆda), (2)
Id(λ) is the normalized emission spectrum of the donor, and a(λ) the molar extinction coefficient of
the acceptor. It is worth pointing out that, in the standard picture of the Fo¨rster process, the transfer
takes place only under a configurational (the dipole of the donor and the acceptor are not mutually
orthogonal) and energetic match (there is a significant overlap between the emission of the donor and
absorption of the acceptor) [44]. While the configurational match can be optimized by controlling
the particles’ morphology [15], little can be done in binary systems embedded in homogeneous media
and zero overlap integral like in our case, where the emission of the donor (pyrene, 360-430 nm [25])
does not overlap with the absorption of the acceptors (SWNTs, 570-900 nm, depending upon the tube
species [21]). Please note that, in case of close proximity between acceptor and donor, the theoretical
framework to depict such processes becomes much more complicate than the Fo¨rster one. An energetic
alignement between the donor and acceptor bands, though, is still a key parameter for the excitation
transfer to occurr.
The presence of complex dielectric systems, such as plasmonic particles, changes the local nature of
the electromagnetic fields. Recently, Hsu et al. demonstrated that in non-homogeneous, dispersive, or
absorbing environments the donor-acceptor coupling can override the rules of the excitation transfer
mechanism [32]. They showed that the transition amplitude for the energy transfer can be written as
M(~rd, ~ra, λ) = −~µa · ~Ed(~ra, λ), (3)
where ~Ed(~ra, λ) is the total electric field (comprising the plasmon contribution) generated by the donor
in the position of the acceptor2. The generalized excitation transfer is ruled by the local behaviour
of total electric field, which is determined not only by the donor but also strongly shaped up by the
2In the case of ideal hertzian dipoles embedded in media with purely real dielectric constants, those results simplify
to the standard Fo¨rster case [32].
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plasmonic system. Hence, the maximum enhancement does not necessarily occur in the donor-acceptor
overlap window but rather where the coupling factor (comprising the plasmon contribution) is more
efficient, typically in the spectral region of the active plasmonic mode. The strong local enhancement
of the plasmonic near-fields in the proximity of the metallic particles drives the transfer process and
activates novel excitation channels. Evolved sources like quadropolar plasmonic modes and other dark
processes, not detectable with standard optical far-field techniques [45], rule the phenomenology of
the excitation transfer. In the case analyzed by Hsu et al. the highest enhancement occurs close to the
quadrupolar oscillation mode of the metallic nanoparticle. Here arises a clear difference between near-
field and far-field excitation processes: Quadrupolar oscillations are not dominant in the absorption
far-field spectra but nevertheless rule the phenomenology of the near-field mediated excitation transfer.
Our AuNPs have an average diameter of 2 nm and lie in the intermediate region between single
atoms and bulk systems. Their plasmonic features are not detectable with standard far-field UV/Vis
spectroscopy (cfr. Figure 2); quantum size effects increase the energy of electron oscillation of small
particles with respect to the ones of the bulk case, as well as activate UV inter- and intraband
transitions which are normally not detectable [37, 46]. Those effects push the plasmonic activity of the
AuNPs towards the blue/UV spectral region, in which pyrene is optically active. Even if not directly
measurable by standard absorption spectroscopy, the plasmonic modes of small metallic clusters are
nevertheless active. They for example allow catalytical process to tale place [47] or contribute to
the enhancement of the SWNTs’ emission [33]. To check whether the presence of AuNPs allows
the transfer of excitation from pyrene to the SWNTs, we prepared and compared a set of different
samples: Pristine nanotubes without any pyrene, treated with the standard commercial surfactant
sodium cholate (we refer to them as the sample SWNTs in the rest of this manuscript), nanotubes
coated with pyrene without any Au (sample Py@NT), and nanotubes coated with pyrene and gold
(sample AuPy@NT). Figure 1 displays a sketch of the different systems used in our experiment. While
the absorption spectra of the samples look very similar to each other (cfr. Figure 2), the emissive
response of each hybrid displays its distinctive different response. To this purpose, we performed 2-d
excitation-emission (PLE) spectroscopy of our samples covering a broad excitation range, spanning
from the UV up to near infrared. In the PLE chart of the pristine SWNTs (Figure 3a) the emission
spots of the SWNTs that appear due to the direct-optical S22 excitation are recognizable in the
visible excitation range. In the UV excitation range, moreover, we can observe the spots due to
higher-order (S33) direct-optical transitions [5]. A similar behaviour is exhibited by the pyrene-coated
nanotubes (Py@NT, Figure 3b), where only the emission spots due to the direct-optical excitation
can be observed. The lack of spectral overlap between pyrene emission and tubes’ absorption hinders
any excitation transfer process in this sample, consistently with previous observations in literature on
pyrene-based systems [24, 25, 48, 49]. Adding gold to the binary pyrene-nanotube system markedly
changes the physical response of our hybrids. The presence of the plasmonic particles enables the
transfer of excitation from pyrene to the SWNTs, as revealed by the strong energy-transfer band
arising in the UV excitation window of Figure 3c. Please note that this process is activated only when
all the three components (pyrene, SWNTs, and AuNPs) interact among each other. To highlight this,
we compared in Figure 3d the emission lines of the samples excited at 350 nm. Those lines correspond
to the single horizontal lines highlighted in Figure 3, panels a-c. In this excitation range, the emission
due to higher-order direct-optical excitation can be detected in the pristine SWNT sample (black line).
Likewise, the pyrene-coated sample Py@NT (red line) only displays emission from higher-order direct-
optical excitation process. The addition of AuNPs to the system activates the energy transfer process.
Strong emission through the pyrene-mediated indirect excitation can be observed in the AuNP@NT
sample. Please note that the energy-transfer bandsare much broader than for binary molecule-tubes
systems [11, 13], probably due to the stronger scattering from the AuNPs. Superimposed with the
energy transfer signal, a small modulation due to the emission bands from the direct optical excitation
of the nanotubes can also be recognized in this sample, suggesting the efficiency of the energy transfer
process to be higher than the direct excitation for higher-order transitions. A direct quantification of
the absolute yields of these processes is anyway challenging and out of the scope of this manuscript,
as it would require very unusual combination of sources, optics, and detectors to cover a wide spectral
range from the UV up to the infrared. As a last check, no emission can be observed from the pure
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Figure 3: Comparison between the 2-d excitation-emission charts of (a) SWNT, (b) Py@NT, and (c)
AuPy@NT samples. (d) Comparison between the emission line of the SWNT (black line), Py@NT
(red line), AuPy@NT (blue line), and AuPy (green line) samples excited at 350 nm.
AuPy sample without any SWNTs (green line in Figure 3d), ruling out contributions from other
spurious signals to the observed energy transfer emission.
Additional information about our system can be gained by comparing the optical response of
pyrene instead of the one from the SWNTs. In Figure 4a, the PLE chart of AuPy carried out in
the pyrene emission region (blue-green) reveals several emission bands. Pyrene’s photoluminescenece,
similarly to other polyaromatic compounds, occurs by its excitation from the ground state to one of the
vibrational sub-levels of the first electronic state [50]. The characteristic vibronic sub-bands structure
of pyrene monomers occur in the emission region spanning from 360 nm to 430 nm of Figure 4a. In the
same chart, an additional band due to excimers can be recognized in the 440 nm to 560 nm emission
range, consistent with previous observations in literature [51]. The direct emission from the pyrene
monomer and excimer can be confronted with the indirect emission mediated through the nanotubes
(emission region 900 nm to 1200 nm, Figure 4b). A single excitation line (i.e. a vertical section)
in a PLE chart carries information about the ability of the system of being optically excited and
hence about its absorbance [52]. Unlike UV/Vis spectrophotometry, excitation spectroscopy allows to
monitor a specific process by selecting its characteristic emission line. This is very useful in systems
like our, with different optical processes occurring in the same excitation range but displaying different
emission wavelengths. Standard absorption spectrophotometry would not be able to disentangle them.
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Figure 4: (a) PLE chart of AuPy nanoparticles, displaying emission from pyrene in its monomeric
and excimeric form. (b) PLE chart of the AuPy@NT hybrids, displaying the energy transfer band
from pyrene to the SWNTs. (c) Single excitation spectra of the monomer (black line, emission at
400 nm), excimer (blue line, emission at 500 nm), and of the energy transfer band (red line, emission
at 980 nm).
Figure 4c compares the single excitation lines of the monomer, excimer, and SWNTs-absorbed form
of pyrene. The indirect emission band is red-shifted with respect to the monomer band. Red-shifts of
the position of the maximum from the monomeric form are ascribed to the interaction of the pyrene’s
pi-electrons with other systems on which they are adsorbed onto [53]. The intermediate band position
between the monomer and the excimer confirms that the pyrene contributing to the energy transfer
process is the one adsorbed onto the nanotubes sidewalls.
4 Conclusions
In this work we have demonstrated that the realm of excitation energy-transfer can be extended to
molecules whose emission spectrum does not significantly overlap with the absorption of SWNTs. This
can be made possible by locally changing the behaviour of the electromagnetic fields in the immedi-
ate surrounding of the donor-acceptor pair. Plasmonic nanoparticles tethered to pyrene accomplish
this task, enabling the transfer of energy from pyrene to the SWNTs, despite their non-overlapping
emission-excitation spectra. In this way, we activated an excitation channel for all the nanotubes
species present in a batch to emit. This channel works in the high-energy part of the solar spectrum,
which cannot be covered by standard molecule-SWNT binary systems. Together with the near-field
enhanced photoemission capability [54, 55, 56], these results encourage the developement of further
hybrid plasmonic nanosystems. Possible concepts could be exploiting plasmonic modes with higher
symmetries to enhance the transfer rate between donor and acceptor which are not optimally aligned,
or plasmonic particles with plasmons of different energies to activate an ensamble of donors of different
nature on the same tube. This could be beneficial not only for solar energy collection but also for
NIR-emission related applications as bio-imaging or night vision.
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